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Abstract. The dynamical behaviour of a cosmic string is strongly affected by any
reduction of the effective string tension T below the constant value T = m2 say that
characterizes the simple, longitudinally Lorentz invariant, Goto Nambu string model
in terms of a fixed mass scale m whose magnitude depends on that of the Higgs field
responsible for the existence of the string. Such a reduction occurs in the standard
“hot” cosmic string model in which the effect of thermal perturbations of a simple Goto
Nambu model is expressed by the formula T 2 =m2(m2−2πΘ2/3), where Θ is the string
temperature. A qualitatively similar though analytically more complicated tension re-
duction phenomenon occurs in “cold” conducting cosmic string models where the role
of the temperature is played by an effective chemical potential µ that is constructed
as the magnitude of the phase ϕ of a bosonic condensate of the kind whose existence
was first proposed by Witten. The present article describes the construction and es-
sential mechanical properties of a category of “warm” cosmic string models that are
intermediate between these “hot” and “cold” extremes. These “warm” models are the
string analogues of the standard Landau model for a 2-constituent finite temperature
superfluid, and as such involve two independent currents interpretable as that of the
entropy on one hand and that of the bosonic condensate on the other. It is surmised
that the stationary (in particular ring) equilibrium states of such “warm” cosmic strings
may be of cosmological significance.
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1. Introduction: the importance of longitudinal Lorentz symmetry break-
ing.
As a model for the representation of cosmic string behaviour, i.e. for the
description at a macroscopic level of the phenomen whose underlying mechanism is that
of a vortex defect of the vacuum (in a field theory with spontaneous symmetry breaking),
the simplest possibility is specifiable by an variation principle of the well known Goto-
Nambu type, which means that the internal state of its 2-dimensional world sheet is
locally Lorentz invariant: with respect to an internal rest frame whose choice is (as an
expression of the invariance property) entirely arbitrary the mass-energy density per
unit length U and the associated string tension T will actually be equal, being given in
units with h¯ = c = 1, simply by
U = T = m2 (1.1)
while the dynamical motion of such a string will be governed by an action given as the
integral over the string world sheet of a scalar Lagrangian function L of the trivially
simple form
L = −m2 , (1.2)
where m is a fixed mass scale which (as was pointed out by Kibble in the earliest discus-
sion of the potential cosmological importance of the phenomenon[1]) may be expected
to be of the same order of magnitude as the mass scale characterising the Higg’s bo-
son responsible for the spontaneous symmetry breaking, the precise value (as derived
by working out the corresponding Nielsen Olesen[2] type equilibrium state) being de-
pendent on the details of the particular underlying field theory that is supposed to be
relevant. In most of the early discussions of the subject it was postulated that the
strings under consideration were of the “heavyweight” variety for which the relevant
symmetry breaking was that of grand unification, as characterised by Gm2 ≈ 10−6,
but (as has recently been shown explicitly by Peter[3]) it is also possible to envisage
“lightweight” cosmic string formation for which the relevant symmetry breaking is that
of electroweak unification, as characterised by Gm2 ≈ 10−32.
A very important consequence of the longitudinal Lorentz symmetry con-
dition expressed by (1.1) is that an isolated string loop of such a Goto-Nambu type
has no stationary equilibrium state and so must oscillate until all its energy has been
lost by gravitational radiation. However, for a generic string model, in which this spe-
cial local symmetry will be broken, such an energy loss process can not go through
to completion due, as was first clearly pointed out by by Davis and Shellard[4][5][6], to
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the consequent existence of stationary equilibrium states. The recognition of this effect
immediately leads to the question – which does not arise in the pure Goto-Nambu case
– of whether a cosmological mass density excess Ω ≫ 1 would not have been produced
by the formation of a distribution of stationary loop relics, at least[4][5][6] for strings of
the “heavyweight” variety characterised by Gm2 ≈ 10−6, which makes it possible to
argue[7][8] that strings of the “lightweight” variety characterised by Gm2 ≈ 10−32 are
more likely (or less unlikely) than the “heavyweight” variety to have played a real role
in the evolution of our universe.
It is to be remarked that even before the key point was made by Davis and
Shellard[4][5][6] it had already been pointed out that string loops might be maintained
in equilibrium by a global as opposed to local mechanism, namely that of magnetic
support[9], in which the tendency to contraction due to the local string tension T is
balanced by the the effect of a globally extended dipolar magnetic field due to an elec-
tromagnetically coupled current in the loop. It was however recognised at the outset[9]
and agreed in subsequent discussions[10][11][12] that (taking account of the smallness
of the electromagnetic coupling constant) such an electromagnetic support mechanism
was unlikely to be sufficiently strong to be of practical importance. The subsequent
discussions gave rise nevertheless to a certain amount of confusion due to their failure
to clearly distinguish this essentially global magnetic support mechanism (due to the
long range effect of the external electromagnetic field arising from the charge coupled
current) from the qualitatively different mechanism (which can also be considered to
account for the phenomenon of current saturation, and which operates even in the ab-
sence of any electromagnetic coupling) whereby the local string tension is reduced by
the mechanical effect of the current in the immediate neighbourhood of the vortex core.
This confusion was embodied in the use of the potentially misleading term “spring” to
describe states in which the effective tension was reduced to zero so as to allow static
equilibrium without an external supporting force. More detailed examination[13][14] of
the local effect of the current appeared to confirm that in certain models the string
tension T actually could in principle reach zero and even negative values, but it was
pointed out that in a local (as opposed to global) string state negative tension auto-
matically implies instability[15] and it has been shown more recently using improved
numerical methods[16][17] that although it can be considerably reduced, the local string
tension T will in fact remain strictly positive in the all the kinds of model that have
been examined so far.
However that may be, the question of whether purely magnetically sup-
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ported equilibrium states can be of of any practical significance (and of whether local
“spring” states can exist at all) was effectively relegated to obsolescence as far as cosmo-
logical implications are concerned by the observation of Davis and Shellard[4][5][6] that
there is a fundamentally different, essentially local rather than global support mecha-
nism that is is quite independent of electromagnetic coupling and that will in any case
be much more effective, namely the centrifugal effect that can operate whenever the
local longitudinal Lorentz symmetry (1.1) is violated so as give a strict inequality,
T < U , (1.4)
since this is all that is required to allow existence of centrifugally supported equilibrium
states (of which the simplest[18][19], though not the only type[20][21], are circular ring
configurations) which are characterised by a subluminal longitudinal running speed v¡1
that is given quite generally by
v2 =
T
U
. (1.5)
2. Lorentz symmetry breaking by Witten’s “cold” current mechanism.
The development that originally raised the question of the cosmological
implications of longitudinal Lorentz symmetry breaking and the consequent existence
of centrifugally supported equilibrium states was the demonstration by Witten[22] that
for field theories of a kind only slightly more complicated than that on which Kibble’s
original analysis was based, the core of the vortex defect of the vacuum may be inhabited
by a boson condensate of the type familiar in ordinary superfluid theory with the im-
plication that it may support a corresponding dissipationless current. At a macroscopic
level the resulting “superconducting” (or to be technically more precise “charged super-
fluid”) string behaviour will be describable by a type of model that is specifiable[18][23]
by replacing the degenerate (constant) Lagrangian (1.2) by a function of a variablemass,
µ ≈ m, obtained as the magnitude of an effective energy-momentum covector µρ that
is itself constructed from the gradient of a scalar phase field ϕ.
In cases for which no coupling to any external field need be taken into
account, the energy-momentum covevctor will be given simply by
µρ = ∇˜ρϕ , (2.1)
where the ∇˜µ denotes the worldsheet projected gradient operator
[18][23] as given by
∇˜ρ = ηρ
σ∇σ (2.2)
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in terms of the fundamental[18][23] tensor ηρ
σ (whose definition is given later on in section
5).
The form of Lagrangian function
L = L(µ) , µ2 = −µρµ
ρ (2.3)
that is to be used in place of (1.2) will remain unaffected by allowance for charge
coupling to an external electromagnetic field, such as was postulated in Witten’s original
discussion[22], the only effect of such a coupling, when relevant, being to modify the
defining formula for the energy momentum covector µρ by the requirement that the
appropriate gauge covariant differentiation operator Dρ should be used instead of ∇ρ.
Such secondary external coupling effects will not however be considered in the present
discussion, partly because they would divert attention from the new concepts that will
be presented, and partly because they no longer seem quite to be of quite such dominant
importance as was once supposed.
Actually, although great importance was attributed to charge coupling ef-
fects in the earliest discussions of the Witten mechanism[9] it has become apparent since
the work of Davis and Shellard[4], and particularly since the recent work of Peter[17] that
they are relatively less important than the purely mechanical effects to which our at-
tention will be restricted in the present work: the smallness of the electromagnetic
“fine structure” coupling constant e2 = 1/137 justifies its neglect, at least as a lowest
order approximation, in a wide range of circumstances, which in the context of con-
ducting strings has the significant technical advantage of ensuring that there is no need
to worry about the subtle infrared divergence problems (violation of the locality pos-
tulate on which a string description in the strict sense is based) that would otherwise
arise. Subject to this condition, i.e. assuming either the actual absence or the effective
negligibility of any electromagnetic coupling, Peter has carried out accurate numerical
calculations (superseding earlier more approximate investigations[14]) of the equation of
state specifying the non-linear Lagrangian to be used in (2.3) on the basis of a simplified
toy bosonic field theory[16] (with two complex scalar fields but just one gauge boson)
whose complexity is midway between the one originally used by Kibble[1] for the non
conducting case (with just one complex scalar field and one vector gauge boson) and
the one originally proposed by Witten[22] (which had not only two complex scalar fields
but also two independent vector gauge bosons).
Although Witten originally raised the question of conductivity in cosmic
strings on the basis of a model that was too highly simplified to be realistic, a large
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number of other conceivable (fermionic as well as bosonic) “superconduction” mecha-
nisms have since been suggested by many authors in less artificially idealised models (of
which one of the most realistic is perhaps the kind recently discussed by Peter[3] within
the framework of the modified electroweak unification theory that has been proposed
by Fayet[24].) The existence of such a rich range of possibilities suggests that far from
being exceptional, “superconductivity” of one kind or another is likely to be a generic
feature of cosmic strings if they exist at all, or to put it another way, the postulate of
its total absence would seem to be a severely restrictive condition to impose on any
would-be realistic cosmic string forming field theory.
Unless (conceivably as an application of a sufficiently strong version of the
anthropic principle[25]) a specially contrived non superconducting string forming the-
ory actually does apply, the expected currents will determine corresponding conserved
quantities[18][19][23] on any closed string loops that may be formed, which – provided the
relevant length scales are large enough for quantum tunnelling to be negligible so that
a purely classical description remains valid – will exclude the possibility of their com-
plete destruction by radiative energy loss so that the stationary relic formation process
first envisaged by Davis and Shellard[4] will inevitably occur. As was remarked in the
preceeding section, for “heavyweight” (G.U.T. mass scale) strings as characterised by
Gm2 ≈ 10−6, simple dimensional considerations[4][5][6][7][8] lead to the prediction of such
an extremely large cosmological mass density excess Ω ≫ 1 that even if the efficiency of
the relic loop formation were very low it would still be hard to obtain a realistic scenario
with Ω ≈ 1 unless the classical description is invalidated at some stage. As a way of
saving the scenario of galaxy formation by heavyweight cosmic string formation, Davis
and Shellard suggested[4][5] that it might after all be possible to get rid of nearly all
the unwanted relic loops by quantum tunnelling to non-conducting Kibble type states.
However although such tunnelling processes will no doubt have some effect, it is evident
that the corresponding decay timescales will be very sensitively dependent on the length
scales and wavelengths that are involved, and hence indirectly on the values of the clas-
sically conserved numbers by which the loops are characterised. The random processes
by which the loops are formed will presumably give rise to widely scattered values for
the corresponding conserved numbers, so that, although many or even most may fall
in a range for which the corresponding tunnelling timescales are cosmologically short,
the existence of a systematic mechanism to prevent even a small fraction from being
stable over cosmologically long timescales is not at all obvious. The implication is that
the viability of the heavyweight string scenario is much more seriously threatenned by
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the loop preservation mechanism of Davis and Shellard than these authors themselves
originally realised.
On the other hand, although some rather miraculous (e.g. anthopic) deus
ex machina process would seem to be needed to restore the credibility of string forma-
tion scenarios with Gm2 ≈ 10−6, it is nevertheless to be emphasized that there is no
such difficulty for lightweight string scenarios as characterised by the electroweak value
Gm2 ≈ 10−32 which appears on the basis of plausible assumptions[7][8] to be just high
enough to allow the ensuing distribution of relic loops to provide a cosmologically sig-
nificant mass distribution, Ω ≈ 1, in the form of what would presumably be perceived
as a cold dark matter contribution.
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3. The standard “hot” string model.
The main purpose of the present work is to draw attention to, and provide
a mathematical framework for analysing, another effect of a different nature to those
discussed in the previous sections, which also effectively contributes to longitudinal
Lorentz symmetry breaking and therefore enhances the efficiency of the loop preserva-
tion phenomenon whose potential cosmological importance has been underlined above.
The effect in question is that of stochastic, and more particularly thermal excitation
not just of internal excitation modes within the string, whose energy thresholds may
conceivably be too high for them to be important, but more particularly of the extrinsic
perturbation modes whose potential relevance can not be doubted, since their existence
is already implicit in any string description at all, including the ultra simple Goto-
Nambu model characterised by (1.2) as well as the less degenerate models characterised
by (2.3).
Even in the case of a model of the simple non-superconducting type orig-
inally proposed by Kibble[1], a more accurate treatment would require allowance for
the excitation of shortwavelength modes which would cause deviations from the simpli-
fied description based just on the constant Goto Nambu action (1.2). If the spectrum
is thermal and if the only modes that are excited are extrinsic transverse displace-
ments of the string worldsheet itself then a simple heuristic argument lead me to the
prediction[26] that the motion will still be describable by a variation principle, but one
in which the constant (1.2) is replaced by an effective Lagrangian that is a function of
the relevant surface density current of entropy, sρ say, whose existence evidently breaks
the longitudinal Lorentz symmetry by specifying a corresponding preferred thermal rest
frame. When expressed in energy units (such that Boltzmann’s constant is set to unity,
i.e. k=1) the explicit analytic form of the predicted Lagrangian is given by the simple
expression
L = −m2
{
1 +
3s2
2πm2
}1/2
, s2 = −sρsρ . (3.1)
where the scalar s is interpretable as the surface density of entropy in the thermal rest
frame. In the application of the variation principle the surface current vector sρ is to
be varied not quite freely but, subject (as discussed in detail in the Section 5) to a
constraint ensuring that its surface divergence, ∇˜ρs
ρ vanishes.
The resulting mechanical behaviour in this standard “hot” cosmic string
model is describable in terms of a thermal rest frame surface energy U and a corre-
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sponding string tension T that are given by
U =
m4
T
= −L . (3.2)
The qualitative conclusion that the product UT remains constant is not dependent on
the supposition that the excitation “noise” spectrum is strictly thermal, and has been
confirmed by a more detailed and explicit calculation of the effect of small “wiggles”
by Vilenkin[27]. The “constant product” equation of state (3.2) can be shown to imply
direct integrability of the dynamic equations not only in a flat background[26] but also
for the case of stationary equilibrium in a Kerr black hole background[19], the underlying
reason for all these exceptionally convenient properties being that this particular kind
of equation of state is uniquely characterise by equality of the extrinsic and longitudinal
characteristic speeds c
E
and c
L
as given[15] by
c2
E
=
T
U
, c2
L
= −
dT
dU
(3.4)
It is to be remarked that behaviour characterised by the same “constant product”
equation of state (3.2) can also be shown[18] to arise in the physically very different and
rather artificial context of Nielsen’s Kaluza Klein mechanism[28].
In the natural thermal case with which we are concerned here, the cor-
responding local temperature of the string, which it is convenient to denote by Θ (to
avoid confusion with the tension T ) will be obtainable from (3.1) by application of the
standard defining relation
Θ =
dU
ds
(3.5)
which leads to the relation
2πΘ2
3m2
= 1−
T 2
m4
. (3.6)
It can be seen that starting from the longitudinally Lorentz invariant (Kibble type) state
characterised, in accordance with the Goto-Nambu limit formula (1.1), by U = T = m2,
the surface energy density U increases without limit as the tension T decreases towards
zero, while the temperature Θ also increases monotonically as T decreases, though not
without limit but only towards a finite maximum (Hagedorn type) saturation value
Θmax that is of the same order of magnitude as the relevant cosmological symmetry
breaking phase transition temperature at which the string formation occurred in the
first place: it can be seen from (3.6) that explicitly, in terms of the relevant (Higgs)
mass scale m, this maximum saturation temperature will be given by
Θmax =
√
3
2π
m , (3.7)
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It is to be expected that the cosmic strings should originally have been
formed with a temperature of effectively the same order as the Higgs mass scale charac-
terising the symmetry breaking phase transition involved, i.e. with Θ ≈ Θmax, but that
they would at first have been strongly coupled to their environment and would there-
fore have cooled rapidly as the universe expanded so that by the time they emerged as
effectively free systems governed without allowance for external drag corrections just
by the Goto-Nambu action (1.2) in so far as small scale behaviour is concerned and
by the standard “hot string” Lagrangian (3.1) at the level of larger scale averaged be-
haviour, the temperature would have been brought down to a very much lower value,
Θ ≪ Θmax. However although this implies that the in the short run the mechanical
effects of the thermal current would be relatively small, it is by no means obvious that
they would not become important in the long run provided the heat loss by thermal
radiation is sufficiently small for the entropy current to be sufficiently well conserved
over timescales long enough for a loop to have undergone significant overall contraction
due to long wavelength gravitational radiation, since under such circumstances the cur-
rent would ultimately become more densely concentrated with the consequence that the
string would tend to heat up again. A quantitative analysis of the likely efficiency of
this potentially important reheating effect is therefore an interesting subject for future
work.
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4. The need for composite “warm” cosmic string models.
It is apparent that there is a sense in which the “hot” string model char-
acterised by (3.1) – in which the only current is of entirely thermal origin – represents
an opposite extreme from the “cold” limit represented by the Witten type “supercon-
ducting” (or in stricter terminology “superfluid”) models characterised by a Lagrangian
of the form (2.3) – in which there is no allowance for any thermal contribution at all.
Models of the latter type are interpretable as the 1-dimensional analogues of an ordi-
nary 3-dimensional superfluid of the simple single constituent type that is exemplified
by ordinary liquid helium-4 in the limit of strictly zero temperature. It is however well
known that when one needs to take account of the effects of finite temperature in liquid
helium-4 one has to use a model of the two constituent type whose prototype was first
set up by Landau. The essential feature of Landau’s “warm” superfluid model[29] is the
coexistence of two independent (but of course strongly coupled) currents representing
the independent degrees of freedom of a “cold” constituent, corresponding to the boson
condensate, on one hand, and of a “hot” (or in the traditional technical jargon “nor-
mal”) constituent, corresponding to the entropy current (which at low temperatures can
be accounted for mainly in terms of “phonons”). In the context of cosmic strings, the
analogue of the “cold” part is the Witten type condensate discussed in Section 2, while
the analogue of the “hot” part is the thermal excitation current discussed in section 3.
Our purpose here is to describe the way to allow for the presence of both kinds of cur-
rent together in a “warm” superfluid cosmic string model that will be the 1 dimensional
analogue of the ordinary 3-dimensional Landau model.
Before proceeding, it is to be remarked that the simple explicit formulae
presented in the previous section allow for the macroscopic thermal description only for
what might be described as “snake” modes but not for other more complicated possibil-
ities (of which the most obvious are what might be described “sausage” modes) whose
inclusion in a more accurate warm string model would presumably require numerical
not just analytic calculations. When we start not from an underlying smallscale string
that is not of the Goto Nambu type characterised by (1.2) that was considered in section
3 but of the “superconducting” type characterised by (2.3), the situation becomes even
more complicated, because an explicit analytic treatment is not available even for the
unperturbed equation of state, and hence a fortiori not for the thermal treatment of even
the simplest “snake” type perturbation modes. Such a state of relative ignorance need
not however discourage us from developing a formal framework for the qualitative anal-
ysis of variables whose explicit quantitative values one may hope to obtain later from
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detailed numerical computations, since this state of affairs is closely analogous to that
which pertains to the familiar laboratory phenomenon of superfluidity in liquid helium
- the only essential difference being that in the laboratory case results that are beyond
the scope of present day numerical analysis may already be empirically accessible to
some extent by experimental methods.
In the laboratory case a considerable body of experience encourages faith
in the use, as a first approximation, of the standard Landau theory [29] whose natural
relativistically covariant generalisation of this theory has recently been shown[30] to have
a variational formulation in terms of a Lagrangian of the form
L = L(µρ, s
ρ) , (4.1)
that is specified as a scalar function of field variables that are taken to be a gradient µρ
constructed, as in (2.1), from the scalar phase ϕ of an underlying quantum condensate
(as in the single current string model governed by (2.3)) and an entropy current vector sρ
(as in the hot cosmic string model governed by (3.1)) whose variation is not considered to
be free but subject to a constraint of convective type[31]. Of course if very high accuracy
were required such a strictly conservative treatment would not be quite sufficient and
would need to be modified to allow for effects such as viscosity of the entropy flux, but
its sufficiency for many purposes, including the description of first and second sound
perturbation modes, encourages its translation to the highly analogous (theoretically
rather simpler though experimentally less accessible) context of cosmic strings for which
the zero temperature limit, sρ = 0 and the non “superconducting” limit µρ = 0 are
already familiar as the special cases given respectively by (2.3) and (3.1).
The way to do this is described in the following sections, in which it will
be shown how to set up a class of “warm superfluid” p-brane models that includes the
relativistic version of the ordinary Landau two constituent superfluid model in the case
p = 3 and that includes the “warm” conducting string model in which we are particularly
interested as the case p = 1. Since this model itself includes the original Witten type
string model as a zero temperature “cold” limit, it can be seen that the fashionable use of
the term “superconducting” is rather an exageration for describing this particular case
since it corresponds in this categorisation to the simplist kind of superfluid as exemplified
by zero temperature helium and not to a proper superconductor of the kind exemplified
by many low temperature metallic media. (Such genuinely superconducting behaviour
is indeed likely to be exhibited by cosmic strings of the more complicated type that arise
from more realistic theories such as that of Peter[3], but a simple Witten type model of
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the form characterised by (2.3) has too few degrees of freedom for superconductivity in
the strict sense to be able to occur, and would therfore be more appropriately described
as a “charged superfluid” string so as to leave the term “superconducting” string avilable
for distinguishing the more complicated cases that remain as an interesting subject for
future investigation).
5. Entropy flux in a conservative p-brane model.
In order to set up a category of models that manifestly includes both the
relativistic version of the standard Landau two-constituent superfluid theory and also
the warm “superconducting” cosmic string model in which we are most particularly
interested as a special cases, we shall start by considering a p-brane of arbitrary dimen-
sion, using the standard convention[32] that p here refers to the dimension of a spacial
section through the structure under consideration, which means that the dimension of
its spacetime world sheet will be p+1. Thus the case of an ordinary superfluid will be
specified by p = 3, and the string case in which we are primarily interested here will
be specified by p = 1, while the intermediate case p = 2 corresponds, at least in a 4
dimensional spacetime background, to the hypersurface supported case of a membrane.
For the purpose of the present section the background spacetime dimension n will not
be restricted, so that hypothetical higher dimensional cases are also implicitly included.
The position of the brane worldsheet relative to to local background spacetime coordi-
nates xµ , (µ = 0, 1, ...n− 1) (where in the usual applications n = 4) will therefore be
given by a mapping of the form
σi 7→ xµ(σ) . (5.1)
where the σi, i = 0, 1, ..., p, are internal coordinates on the p-brane world sheet. With
respect to such a reference system the scalar field ϕ (representing the superfluid phase
angle) on which the models set up below will depend is simply given by another such
internal coordinate mapping,
σi 7→ ϕ(σ) . (5.2)
The essential feature of a “warm” as opposed to “cold” material medium
or more general p brane model is a current of entropy which will be supposed to be
conserved in the not dissipative case to which the present discussion will be restricted
(as it must be if a variational treatment is to be obtained). Such a current can be
represented mathematically by a p-dimensional manifold X say with a corresponding
p-surface measure dS and local coordinates XA say, (A = 1, ..., p), that is obtained as
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the image of a projection expressible in a form analogous to (5.1) and (5.2) as
σi 7→ XA(σ) , (5.3)
With respect to the comoving entropy current coordinates XA the entropy measure will
be have an expression of the standard form
dS = (p!)−1SA1...ApdX
A1 ...dXAp (5.4)
where the SA1...Ap are antisymmetric tensorial compenents that depend only on the
comoving coordinates XA (and that can easily be made uniform and normalised so as
to have values ±1 or 0 by suitably adjusting these comoving coordinates) so that they
will determine a corresponding (p+1) surface current p-form that will have components
Si1...ip = SA1...ApX
A1
,i1
...X
Ap
,ip
(5.5)
where a comma is used to indicate partial derivation with repect to the coordinates
whose indices are indicated, and that will automatically be closed in the sense of having
vanishing exterior derivative, i.e.
(p+ 1)S[i1...ip,i0] = 0 (5.6)
using square brackets to denote index antisymmetrisation. Since the world sheet will
have its own geometric measure tensor, with components Ei0i1...ip say, that is determined
(modulo a choice of sign expressing the orientation) in the usual way by the square root
of the modulus of the determinent |η| of the internal metric ηij , where the latter is
induced via (5.1) by the background metric gµν according to the usual pullback formula
ηij = gµνx
µ
,ix
µ
,j , (5.7)
it follows, raising internal indices by contraction with the inverse hij of the internal
metric tensor hij , that the entropy current p-form will have as its dual a corresponding
entropy current vector
si = (p!)−1E ij1...jpSj1...jp (5.8)
that will automatically satisfy the corresponding surface conservation law
(‖η‖1/2si),i = 0 . (5.9)
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The introduction of the fundamental tensor ηµν as constructed[15][18] from
the inverse hij of the internal metric according to the defining specification
ηµν = ηijxµ,ix
ν
,j , (5.10)
enables us to complete the construction of the surface projected gradient operator ∇˜ν
as defined by (2.2) and hence to rewrite the conservation identity (5.9) in terms of the
the the corresponding background current vector
sµ = sixµ,i (5.11)
in background tensorial notation as
∇˜µs
µ = 0 . (5.12)
6. Lagrangian displacement analysis in a brane model.
The reason for going to the trouble of formally deriving the conservation
law (5.9) as a consequence of the more fundamental relations (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5),
rather than simply postulating postulating (5.9), or its tensorial version (5.12), directly
as an axiom in its own right is that the action principle that we need is based on the free
variation of the mappings (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3). This means that unlike the scalar field
ϕ, the entropy current vector sµ will not have the status of a independent field variable,
its place being effectively taken by the comoving coordinate fields XA. However since
the latter are not physically well defined, being subject to a very high degree of gauge
dependence in so much as they are replaceable by arbitrary functions of themselves, it
is desirable to introduce machinery whereby they can be eliminated as soon as possible
in favour of more physically meaningful quantities such as sµ itself. All we have to
do to achieve this is to take over into brane theory the device whose use in the more
familiar context of ordinary fluid theory is associated with the name of Lagrange, i.e.
to work with a reference system that is itself comoving with respect to the variations to
be considered. Thus we can arrange that the only change in si is the part due to the
variation of the measure, which just leaves
δLs
i = −
1
2
siηjkδLηjk (6.1)
simply by choosing internal coordinates σi for the perturbed system with respect to
which the variations of the entropy space coordinates reduce to zero, i.e. for which the
mapping (5.3) is preserved so that
δLX
A(σ) = 0 (6.2)
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where δL denotes the corresponding Lagrangian differential operator associated with the
infinitesimal change under consideration (whereas if (6.2) were not imposed, the right
hand side of (6.1) would have to be supplemented by a lot of terms involving not only
the variations δLX
A themselves but also their derivatives δLX
A
,i).
Since there are only p independent comoving coordinates XA, while the
p-brane world sheet is itself (p+1) dimensional, it will be generically possible while we
are about it, consistently with (6.2), to use the remaining freedom of internal coordinate
adjustment to pin down the Lagrangian reference system completely by taking it to be
comoving with the phase field as well, i.e. arranging to preserve the mapping (5.2) so
as to have
δLϕ(σ) = 0 . (6.3)
as well.
This still leaves us free to make what, for p < n−1 is the most important
simplification of all, which is to take the background coordinates to be comoving with
the p-brane world sheet itself, i.e. to freeze not just the entropy current mapping (5.3)
as is done by (6.2) and the phase mapping (5.2) as is done by (6.3) but also to freeze
the basis brane imbedding mapping (5.1) by arranging to have
δLx
µ(σ) = 0 , (6.4)
with the corollary that the corresponding variation of the (p+1) surface measure density
will be given by
‖η‖−
1
2 δL‖η‖
1
2 =
1
2
ηijδLhij =
1
2
ηµνδLgµν (6.5)
while that of the (rank p+1) tangential projection tensor ηµν will be given in terms of
its (rank n−p−1) complement, the surface orthogonal projection tensor ⊥µν by
δLη
ρ
σ = η
ρµ⊥νσ δLgµν (6.6)
where the latter is got in its fully contravariant version ⊥µν directly from the funda-
mental tensor ηµν as defined by (5.10) by the defining relation
⊥µν = gµν − ηµν . (6.7)
The use of such a fully Lagrangian system can be seen from (5.7) and
(5.10) to have the advantage of making (6.1) immediately translatable into background
tensorial form as
δLs
ρ = −
1
2
sρηµνδLgµν . (6.8)
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while for the momentum-energy covector µµ constructed according to (2.1) as the gra-
dient of the phase scalar ϕ one obtains the corresponding relation
δLµρ = µ
ν ⊥µρ δLgµν . (6.9)
7. Semi Eulerian “surface sliding” displacement analysis in a brane model.
Valuable though it is, the simplification (6.4) is seldom achieved without
some cost in practice, since the choice of the background coordinates xµ is usually
not quite so arbitrary as that of the comoving current coordinates XA, particularly in
cases when gravity is only involved weakly or not at all. It is usually the case that
some criterion, such as flatness when gravity is absent, determines a corresponding
“fixed” reference system which it would be traditional to refer to as “Eulerian”, with
corresponding local coordinates coordinates zµ say that could be used to fix the choice of
the xµ in the unperturbed configuration, but which would be related to them by a non-
trivial infinitesimal displacement mapping determined by a corresponding displacement
vector field δµ in the form
xµ 7→ zµ(x) = xµ + δµ(x) (7.1)
There is however no difficulty in translating from the Eulerian differential δE say –
measuring the change of any background field quantity with respect to such a reference
system – to the corresponding Lagrangian differential as denoted by δL, the difference
being given[33][34] simply by the Lie derivative ~δ–L with respect to the relative displace-
ment vector field δµ determined by (7.1), i.e. one has
δL = δE +
−→
δ–L . (7.2)
However although an Eulerian reference system may be indispensible for
the description of background spacetime fields, such as the metric itself (particularly in
cases where the background spacetime is fixed to be flat so that one gets the convenient
simplification δEgµν = 0), on the other hand an Eulerian description is useless for fields
(such as ϕ and sµ in our present case) whose support is confined to a lower dimensional
brane worldsheet. What can however be usefully done when worldsheet displacements
are involved is to introduce an intermediate “surface sliding” reference system obtained
by a displacement of the form
xµ 7→ yµ(x) = xµ + ζµ(x) (7.3)
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where ζµ is restricted to be tangential to the worldsheet, i.e.
⊥µνζ
ν = 0 (7.4)
so that it will be obtainable, by applying the brane imbedding mapping (5.1) to a
corresponding internal worldsheet vector with components ζi, in the form
ζµ = ζixµ,i , (7.5)
which means that there will be a corresponding infinitesimal internal coordinate trans-
formation
σi 7→ σi + ζi (7.6)
whose application in conjunction with (7.3) will preserve the form of the basic imbed-
ding mapping (5.1), thereby providing us with a new semi-Lagrangian, semi-Eulerian,
reference system (one that is Lagrangian from the point of view of the background co-
ordinates xµ but that is Eulerian from the point of view of the internal coordinates σi)
which will characterise a corresponding “surface sliding” differential, δS say, that will
satisfy a differential imbedding conservation law
δSx
µ(σ) = 0 , (7.7)
of the same form as its fully Lagrangian analogue (6.4), with corollaries analogous to
(6.5) and (6.6), i.e.
‖η‖−
1
2 δS‖η‖
1
2 =
1
2
hijδSηij =
1
2
ηµνδLgµν (7.8)
and
δSη
ρ
σ = η
ρµ ⊥νσ δSgµν (7.9)
but which, unlike its fully Lagrangian anologue, will not be subject to purely internal
conservation conditions analogous to (6.2) and (6.3).
For our present purposes, the way of specifying such a semi-Eulerian refence
system that is most convenient is to postulate that (instead of obeying the analogues
of (6.2) and (6.3)) it should be characterised by the requirement that the further non
tangential displacement
yµ 7→ zµ = yµ + ξµ (7.10)
say, with ξµ specified by a decomposition of the form
δµ = ζµ + ξµ (7.11)
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that must be superimposed on (7.3) in order to get back to (7.1), should satisfy the
orthogonality condition that is the obvious complement of (7.4), i.e.
ηµνξ
ν = 0. (7.12)
Having specified the decomposition (7.11) in this way, we can think of the translation
(7.2) as the result of successively performing two subsidiary translations, namely a
worldsheet orthogonal displacement whose effect is expressible by
δS = δE +
−→
ξ–L , (7.13)
and a worldsheet tangential displacement whose effect is expressible by
δL = δS +
−→
ζ–L , (7.14)
of which the former is applicable only to background spacetime fields such as the metric
gµν itself, whereas the latter, (7.14) is equally well applicable also to fields (such as ϕ
and sµ) whose support is confined to the brane worldsheet.
The upshot of all this work is that the elimination of the variations of the
p+1 independent field components consisting of the XA and of ϕ by the imposition of the
Lagrangian displacement conditions (6.2) and (6.3), and the further elimination by (6.4)
of the n−p−1 degrees of freedom of adjustment of the location of the (p+1) dimensional
world sheet in directions orthogonal to itself is compensated by the introduction of the
n new degrees of freedom of adjustment of the components of the relative displacement
vector δµ, the components ζµ representing the p degrees of freedom of the XA together
with the single degree of freedom of ϕ, while the comonents ξµ correspond to the
remaining n−p−1 degrees of freedom of adjustment of the brane locus. This means
that for the purposes of the action principle the independent infinitesimal variations
of the mappings (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) are effectively and conveniently replaced, in a
Lagrangian reference system as characterised by (6.2), (6.3), (6.4), by the independent
variation of the components just of the single infinitesimal displacement vector δµ or
equivalently, in a semi Eulerian system as characterised by (7.7), by the variation,
subject the constraints (7.4) and (7.12), of the separate vector fields ζµ and ξµ.
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8. The action for a “warm” superfluid p-brane model.
The action that we shall use has the form of a p-brane world sheet integral
I =
∫
L dp+1σ , (8.1)
in which the action density L has the form
L = ‖η‖
1
2 L (8.2)
where |η| is the determinant of the internal (p+1) surface metric ηij as given by (5.7)
and L itself is a Lagrangian scalar of the form (4.1).
In evaluating the variation of this integral it will be most instrictive to use
the intermediate semi-Eulerian reference system, in terms of which we shall have
δSI =
∫
(δSL) d
p+1σ (8.3)
with
δSL = ‖η‖
1
2♦SL (8.4)
where ♦S is a modified pseudo differential operator given by
♦S = δS +
1
2
(
ηµνδSgµν) (8.5)
whose introduction in place of δS allows us to work with exclusively tensorial quantities
by including an adjustment term allowing for the variation (7.8) of the (p+1) surface
measure density factor ‖η‖
1
2 .
For the evaluation of the variation in a compact region of the integral as
a whole it would of course make no difference whether we use a fully Lagrangian or a
semi-Eulerian reference system, i.e. we have
δLI = δSI (8.6)
since the difference in the corresponding integrands will just have the form of a pure
(p+1) surface divergence, i.e.
♦LL = ♦SL+ ∇˜ν
(
ζνL) (8.7)
where ζν is the tangential displacement vector introduced in the previous section.
Since L is postulated to be just a covariant scalar function of the entropy
current vector sν as constructed in section 5, and of the momentum-energy covector
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µν that is constructed in accordance with (2.1) as the gradient of the phase scalar
ϕ, it follows that its semi Eulerian differential will be expressible in terms of a thermal
momentum-energy covector Θν that is the dual of s
µ and of a condensate current vector
νµ that is the dual of µν in the form
δSL = ΘνδSs
ν − ννδSµν +


ηµρ
(
Θρs
ν + µρν
ν)δSgµρ (8.8)
where the form of the coefficient of the metric variation in the final term is easily
derivable (as a Noether identity[31]) from the covariance condition, and where, in view
of the tangentiality constraints
sρ ⊥µρ = 0 , µ
ν ⊥νρ = 0 (8.9)
to which sρ and µρ are subject by construction, it is to be understood that the specifica-
tion of the partial derivatives is resolved by the imposition of corresponding tangentiality
conditions
Θν ⊥νρ = 0 , ν
ρ ⊥µρ = 0 . (8.10)
It is to be remarked that just as the construction of the current sρ au-
tomatically ensures that it will satisfy the conservation law (5.8), so analogously the
construction of the energy-momentum covector µρ as a tangential gradient by (2.1) auto-
matically ensures that it will satisfy a corresponding conservation law as a consequence
of the commutator identity
∇˜[µ∇˜ν]ϕ = K[µ
ρ
ν]∇˜ρϕ (8.11)
which must be satisfied by any scalar field ϕ, where Kµ
ρ
ν is the second fundamental
tensor (which determines both the inner and the outer curvature[21][36][37] of the world
sheet) as defined[15][18] in terms of the first fundamental tensor η νµ by the construction
Kµν
ρ = η σµ ∇˜νη
ρ
σ (8.12)
which not only ensures the obvious tangentiality and orthogonamity properties
⊥µσKσν
ρ = 0 = Kµν
ση ρσ (8.13)
but also (as a surface integrability condition) the non-trivial Weingarten identity
K[µν]
ρ = 0 . (8.14)
One thus obtains a corresponding identity of the form
∇˜[µµν] = K[µ
ρ
ν]µρ (8.15)
as the integrability condition for µρ to have the form (2.1).
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9. Dynamics of a “warm” superfluid p-brane model.
To deal with the internal part of the variation what now has to be done is
to apply the translation relation (7.14) to the Lagrangian formulae (6.8) and (6.9) for
sρ and µρ we obtain the corresponding semi Eulerian variations needed for working out
(8.8) in the form
δSs
ρ = −
1
2
sρηµνδSgµν + s
ρ∇˜νζ
ν − ζν∇˜νs
ρ + sν∇˜νζ
ρ (9.1)
and
δSµρ = µ
ν ⊥µρ (δSgµν + ∇˜νζµ)− ζ
ν∇˜νµρ − µν∇˜ρζ
ν . (9.2)
from which one immediately obtains in variational integrand in (8.4) is the in the form
♦SL =
1
2
T˜µνδSgµν +Θρ
(
sν∇˜νζ
ρ − ζν∇˜νs
ρ
)
+ νρ
(
µν∇˜ρζ
ν + ζν∇˜νµρ
)
(9.3)
where the the coefficient T˜µν of the metric variation, which is of course to be interpreted
as the surface stress momentum energy tensor, is given by
T˜µν = s
µΘν + ν
µµν +Ψη
µ
ν (9.4)
in which the scalar potential Ψ, which is interpretable as a generalised pressure function,
has the form
Ψ = L− sνΘν . (9.5)
To deal with the external part of the variation, i.e. the part concerned with
the displacement of the world sheet itself, it remains to apply the translation relation
(7.13) to the metric, which gives
δSgµν = δEgµν + 2∇(µξν). (9.6)
In order to proceed with the application of the variation principle without having to
worry about ultraviolet divergence and renormalisation effects, we now make the postu-
late that the background spacetime remains fixed. This means discounting backreaction
effects due to emmission of gravitational radiation, which will be an extremely good ap-
proximation not only for “lightweight” string models characterised by Gm2 ≈ 10−32
but even the “heavyweight” G.U.T. string models characterised by Gm2 ≈ 10−6 which
is still sufficiently small for it to be entirely satisfactory to ignore gravitational radia-
tion in the treatment of the short run dynamical behaviour, and to take account of the
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backreaction phenomenon only as a mechanism of slow “secular” energy loss[33][34][35]
that is of physical significance only as a statistically accumulative effet in the very long
run. This understanding allows us to take the Eulerian part of the metric perturbation
here simply to be zero,
δEgµν = 0 (9.7)
thereby completing the reduction of the problem to the required form in which the only
independent variations are those of the tangential and orthogonal displacement vectors
ζν and ξν .
We now come to the final step in the application of the variation principle
which is traditionally performed by combining the derivatives of the independent vari-
ables into divergences that can be integrated out using Green’s theorem leaving only
undifferentiated terms whose coefficients are the Eulerian derivatives that must be set
to zero as the dynamical equation. As far as the derivatives tangential displacement
variable ζ is concerned we shall now go ahead in this traditional way using the symmetry
condition
νµζν∇˜[µµν] = 0 (9.8)
that is obtained from (8.15) using (8.13), but to deal with the derivatives of the orthog-
onal displacement variable ξν we shall use a trick of a less traditional but even more
effective kind, differentiating the orthogonality condition (7.12) itself, which gives the
relation
ηνρ∇˜µξ
ρ = −K νµ ρξ
ρ (9.9)
which allows local elimination (without any integration or use of Green’s theorem) of
the derivatives of ξµ. This strategy converts the variational integrand in (8.4) to the
final form
♦SL = T˜
µνKµνρξ
ρ − ζρ
(
2sµ∇˜[µΘρ] + µρ∇˜µν
µ
)
+∇µ
{
2ζ [ρsµ]Θρ + ζ
ρµρν
µ
}
. (9.12)
It is now immediately apparent that the requirement that the the corre-
sponding integral variation (8.4) should vanish for an arbitrary orthogonal displacement
ξρ of the world sheet entails the external force balance condition
T˜µνKµνρ = 0 , (9.13)
which is of a form that is applicable[18][36] to any isolated unpolarized brane model, the
specific form of the stress momentum energy tensor (as given by (9.4) in this particular
case) being all that distinguishes one kind of model from another.
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Since the last term in (9.6) has the form of a worldsheet divergence that
integrates out, the requirement that the integral variation (8.4) should also vanish for
an arbitrary tangential displacement ζν evidently entails that the requisite internal
dynamical equations be given by
ην
ρ
(
2sµ∇˜[µΘρ] + µρ∇˜µν
µ
)
= 0 . (9.14)
By contracting this with sν it can be seen (subject to the assumption implicit throughout
his work that sρ a nd µρ are both strictly timelike so that their product s
νµν will not
vanish) that we are left with a condensate surface current conservation law of the form
∇˜µν
µ = 0 , (9.15)
which implies that the remaining content of (8.11) will reduce to the form
η ρν s
µ∇˜[µΘρ] = 0 , (9.16)
which is the natural generalisation of the thermal momentum transport in the ordinary
superfluid case[38] to which it reduces in the case p + 1 = n for which η ρν is just the
identity projector g ρν .
10. Duality in the dynamics of warm string models.
The outcome of the preceeding work was that he complete set of dynamical
equations of motion of the warm p brane model would be given by the external dynamical
equation of motion (9.10), the internal dynamical equations (9.12) and (9.13), together
with the defining relation (2.1) for µρ in terms of ϕ, or equivalently the corresponding
integrability condition (8.15) whose essential surface projected part is just the symmetry
condition
η ρµ η
σ
ν ∇˜[ρµσ] = 0 (10.1)
and finally the entropy conservation law (5.12) which is formally analogous to the dy-
namic current conservation law (9.12), but whose status in the present variational for-
mulation is merely that of a kinematic identity.
Although the currents sρ and νρ have qualitatively very different roles
in the variational formulation used here, which is the one that arised most naturally
from the context in which the concept of such a “warm” brane model originated – it is
nevertheless to be emphasized that there will be no such qualitative distinction within
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the physical “on shell” mechanical model that is ultimately obtained. It is manifestly
apparent[39] in the present relativistic version (and, though it was not so obvious in
the notation that was traditionally used in the past, can also be demonstrated[40] in
the original Newtonian version) of the Landau superfluid model that there is a strong
analogy between the roles of the entropy current sρ and its dynamical conjugate, the
thermal momentum energy covector Θρ on one hand, and the roles of the condensate
current νρ and its dynamical conjugate, the condensate momentum energy covector µρ
on the other hand.
In the particular case of a string, with p = 1, to which we shall from this
point on again restrict our attention, the analogy that was discernible in the ordinary
fluid case becomes perfect, since the fact that the string world sheet is only two dimen-
sional means that the basic thermal dynamical equation (9.16) will in this case reduce
simply to an irrotationality condition of the same form as the integrability condition
(10.1) obeyed by µρ, i.e. we shall be left simply with
η ρµ η
σ
ν ∇˜[ρΘσ] = 0 . (10.2)
An immediate consequence of this is that just as µρ is derivable globally from the con-
densate phase scalar ϕ, so also the thermal momentum covector will be at least locally
derivable from a formally analogous thermal gauge potential, ϑ say, via an analogous
relation of the form
Θρ = ∇˜ρϑ . (10.3)
In addition to this perfect “chemical symmetry” between the roles of the
two independent constituents, the “warm” string case is characterised by a “dual sym-
metry” of the kind whose existence was previously noticed[23] in the “cold” case, but
which is more interesting in the present case becase the discrete chemical and dual
symmetries combine to generate a forefold group of permutations among two pairs of
4 algebraicly (though not dynamically) independent conserved currents. The currents
involved are the ordinary entropy current sρ and the condensate current νρ that have
already been introduced, together with their respective duals, which are a thermal mo-
mentum vector ⋆Θρ and a condensate momentum vector ⋆νρ defined in terms of the
background pullback
Eµν = E ijxµ,ix
ν
,j (10.4)
of the internal worldsheet alternating tensor (as used in (5.7)) by the relations
⋆Θρ = EρνΘν , ⋆µ
ρ = Eρνµν , (10.5)
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which are of course invertible to give
Θρ = Eρν ⋆Θ
ν , µρ = Eρν ⋆µ
ν . (10.6)
In terms of these dual variables the “closure” conditions (10.1) and (10.3)
translate into ordinary surface current conservation laws, so that the complete set of
internal equations of motion for the warm string model reduces to a set of 4 such
conservation laws, consisting of two mtually dual pairs i.e. a thermal pair
∇˜ν⋆Θ
ν = 0 = ∇˜νs
ν (10.7)
and its chemical analogue, the condensate pair
∇˜ν⋆µ
ν = 0 = ∇˜νν
ν . (10.8)
The surface stress momentum energy tensor appearing in the equation (9.13) for the
external motion will be expressible in a form that is manifestly both chemically and
dually symmetric as
T˜ ρσ =
Λ
Λ−Ψ
(
sρΘσ + ν
ρµσ
)
+
Ψ
Ψ− Λ
(
⋆Θρ ⋆sσ + ⋆µ
ρ ⋆νσ
)
, (10.9)
where the entropy and condensate current duals are given by
⋆sρ = Eρσs
σ , ⋆νρ = Eρσν
σ (10.10)
while the dynamical conjugate Λ of the pressure function Ψ, is given by
Λ = L+ nρµρ , (10.11)
so that by (9.5) we have
Ψ− Λ = −sρΘρ − n
ρµρ = ⋆Θ
ρ ⋆sρ + ⋆µ
ρ ⋆νρ . (10.12)
It is to be remarked that the (negative) scalar Λ introduced in this way could be used
as a Lagrangian for an alternative variational formulation of purely convective type[37]
in which the independent currents sν and νν are treated on the same footing.
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11. Standard form of the stress momentum energy tensor.
It is instructive to express the resutlts in terms of the standard the preferred
rest frame specified by the timelike unit eigenvector uρ of T˜ νρ which will have the form
uρ = (Θs + µν)−1
(
Θ sρ + µ νρ
)
, uρuρ = −1 , (11.1)
and of the corresplonding spacelike unit eigenvector
vρ = Eρσuσ , v
ρvρ = 1 , (11.2)
with the rest frame temperature Θ and the rest frame chemical potential µ defined by
Θ = −uρΘρ , µ = −u
ρµρ , (11.3)
while the corresponding rest frame number densities are defined by
s = −uρs
ρ , ν = −uρnu
ρ . (11.4)
In terms of this preferred fram we can express the surface stress energy momentum
tensor in the standard form
T˜ ρσ = Uuρuσ − Tvρvσ , (11.5)
in which the eigenvalues U , the mass-energy per unit length, and T , and the string
tension, are obtainable from the relations
U + T = −Λ−Ψ , U − T = Ξ (11.6)
where Ξ is a positive scalar quantity Ξ defined by
Ξ2 =
(
sρΘρ − n
ρµρ
)2
+ 4sρµρν
σΘσ , (11.7)
from which it can be seen that the energy per unit length will be expressible as
U = Θs + µν −Ψ (11.8)
while the corresponding dual formula giving the string tension will be
T = −Λ−Θs− µν (11.9)
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(It is to be noted that in order for T to be positive like U it is necessary for Λ to be
negative.)
12. Conserved numbers and equilibrium conditions.
It follows from the the original current conservation laws (5.12) and (9.15)
for sρ and νρ that their dual 1-forms as defined by (10.10) should satisfy irrotationality
conditions analogous to (10.1) and (10.2) and should therefore be locally derivable from
stream functions S and ψ say in the form
⋆sρ = ∇˜ρS, ⋆νρ = ∇ρψ , (12.1)
where S will evidently be a measure of the entropy as originally introduced in section 5,
while ψ will be analogues measure of the conserved flux associated with the condensate.
In the case of a closed string loop, these will determine corresponding global circuit
integrals
[S] =
∮
⋆sρdx
ρ =
∮
S,idσ
i , [ψ] =
∮
⋆νρdx
ρ =
∮
ψ,idσ
i , (12.2)
that will be conserved in the strong sense of being unaffected by arbitrary continuous
displacements of the circuit. Dually corresponding globally conserved quantities are of
course also obtained from the original condensate phase scalar ϕ as introdiced in (2.1)
and its thermal analogue as introduced in (10.3), in the form
[ϕ] =
∮
µρdx
ρ =
∮
ϕ,idσ
i , [ψ] =
∮
⋆Θρdx
ρ =
∮
ϑ,idσ
i , (12.3)
where [ϕ] is interpretable as the total condensate phase winding angle while [ϑ] is anal-
ogously interpretable as a thermal winding angle. Thus whereas the loops of the simple
“hot” model described in section 3 and of the opposite extreme case of the “cold” mod-
els described in section 2 are characterised by just two independent globally conserved
quantities, namely [S] and [ϑ] in the “hot” case, and [ψ] and [ϕ] in the cold case, in the
case of the more elaborate “warm” models set up here a string loop is characterised by
all four of these quantities independently.
It is the existence of such conserved quantities that makes it evident that
(in contrast with the degenerate special case of Goto Nambu string loops) these various
kinds of “hot” “warm” and “cold” string loops cannot just disappear by macroscopic
radiation processes but, if left free from external perturbation, will instead presumably
tend to settle down in the towards stationary equilibrium states that minimise the
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mass energy M say for the given values of the constants [S], [ϑ], [ψ], [ϕ]. Of course
in the very long run the assumptions on which these conservative “hot” “warm” and
“cold” string models are based will cease to be exactly valid: entropy can gradually be
lost by microscopic thermal radiation processes, and although topologically conserved
in a classical description even the phase winding number [ϕ] in the “cold” limit case
can in principle decrease by quantum tunnelling. The latter effect has already been
investigated to some extent[5], what transpires being that the result is highly model
dependent, leading to decay timescales in some cases so short as to be comparable with
the dynamical timescales, in which case the classical string description breaks down
completely, but in other cases, still within physically realistic parameter ranges, the
tunnelling timescales are cosmologically long, leading, as noted in the introduction, to
the possibility of a catastrophic mass excess for strings of the heavyweight type. It is
evident that allowance for the thermal effect will tend to further enhance the long term
survival capability of the string loops, how much so being a subject for future work.
The simplest configurations for the stationary ring states that will ulti-
mately be approached so long as the conservative description used here remains valid
will be of the circular rotating ring type that first considered in detail by Davis and
Shellard[4][5][6]. A wider study for generic string models not only of circular equilibrium
states[18][19] but also of more general – deformed – equilibrium states[20][21] shows that
the equilibrium of an isolated string loop in a flat background is characterised by a
longitudinal running velocity v (which in the circular case is the product of the radius
r and the angular velocity Ω say, i.e. v = rΩ) whose magnitude must be the same as
the extrinsic perturbation speed cE as given by the formula in (3.4) which remains valid
in the generic case (whereas the formula given for the longitudinal perturbation speed
cL ceases to be valid for the “warm” models considered here, which, as in the ordinary
Landau superfluid, are characterised by not one but two distinct “first” and “second”
longitudinal characteristic speeds). This means that we can take over from our previous
analysis the conclusion that the longitudinal running speed in an equilibrium state will
be given by
v2 =
T
U
. (12.4)
As in the simpler cases considered previously the intrinsic string state, which in this case
depends on just the three independents scalars that can be constructed from sρ and µρ,
must be spacially as well as temporally uniform, since there will be no less than four
independent Bernouilli type constants obtained by contracting the Killing vector kρ say
generating the stationary symmetry with the four independent conserved momentum
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1-forms, whose invariance with the stationary symmetry action is expressible, as a
consequence of their internal irrotationality, by the uniformity conditions
∇˜ρ(k
σΘσ) = ∇˜ρ(k
σ ⋆sσ) = ∇˜ρ(k
σµσ) = ∇˜ρ(k
σ ⋆νσ) = 0 . (12.5)
Thus again as in the simpler cases considerered previously, the total mass energy M
will be expressible in terms of the circumerence
ℓ =
∮
dℓ , dℓ2 = ηijdσ
!dσj (12.6)
(which in the circular case will be given by ℓ = 2πr) and of the uniform values of the
energy per unit length U (in the comoving rest frame) and of the tension T in the form
M = (U + T )ℓ (12.7)
while the magnitude J say of the angular momentum will be given by
(
2πJ
)2
≤ UTℓ4 (12.8)
with equality in the circular case for which the angular momentum takes the maximum
value allowed by the four global constants [S] [ϑ] [ψ] [ϕ] characterising the loop, in terms
of which the right hand side of equation (12.8) will be given directly by
UTℓ4 =
(
[ϑ][S] + [ϕ][ψ]
)2
. (12.9
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